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ABSTRACT: In the paper, the authors propose several technical solutions for combining heat pumps with hydrogen-

based heating facilities, interconnected in hybrid building heating systems, and analyze their efficiency, both in energy

and financial terms. In this sense, were studied the possible technical solutions as well as the market of heat pumps and

hydrogen. This type of heating systems are important because they are ecologic, being financially supported by the

Romanian environmental protection policies in order to achieve in the future the targets for reducing carbon emissions

provided in the European Green Deal. The authors consider the possibility of integrating low-capacity hydrogen

production facilities into Green House financing programs, which allocate money through the National Environmental

Fund to individuals who want to install energy capacities in their homes based on renewable energy. There are also

presented some solutions for the application of hybrid heating installations based on heat and hydrogen pumps that can

be achieved in climatic, geological and primary energy resources in the town and the University of Oradea.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Heating systems, like any field of activity,

must be closely linked to sustainable

development in the future. In Romania's

Energy Strategy, it is mentioned that the

development and increase of competitiveness

of national economy, increase of quality of life

and care for the environment are inextricably

linked to the development and modernization

of the energy system This is the concept on

which this programmatic document is built,

and the main beneficiary of the

implementation of the Energy Strategy will be

the consumer [16]. In order to meet the

requirements of environmental protection,

heating systems we appreciate that they must

be based on renewable energy sources and

more and more, as experts in the field

appreciate, on hydrogen. Renewable energy

sources (RES) projects are supported by

various European and national regulations and

are supported by many forms of funding [17].

RES falls under both energy efficiency and

environmental protection projects. Among

these sources, geothermal heat pumps and

“green” hydrogen installations (provided by
renewable energies) are seen by specialists as

intensively used technologies in the future [3].

Especially since they have a very high primary

natural energy potential. Therefore, as authors,

we consider it opportune to hybridize the two

components of heating systems: hydrogen and

heat pumps.

2. HEAT PUMPS FEATURES

A heat pump is a heat machine that takes

a quantity of heat from a low temperature

source and transfers a quantity of heat to

another higher temperature source, consuming

a certain amount of energy[14]. The energy

consumed can be mechanical, electrical,

thermal or solar. Some heat pumps are
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reversible, ie. they can also be used for cooling

by entering the structure of climate

conditioning systems. - HVAC. The efficiency

of heat pump is given by coefficient of

performance COP, defined as [14]:

COP =  
|𝑄𝑘|𝑊 ,  (1)

with Qk- the quantity of heat given to the

consumer, W – energy consumed.

Depending on the nature of the heat

sources between which the considered heat

pump works, the types of heat pumps are[14]:

water – water, air- air, air-water, air-air,

ground - water and ground - air. Geothermal

heat pumps are those that use the earth's heat

as the primary source of energy, their operation

being based on the relatively constant

temperature of the soil at depths starting from

less than two meters and reaching up to 100 m

or even more.

Towards the surface, the soil

temperature is 10 - 16 ° C, being lower than the

air temperature in summer and higher in winter

[4]. Seasonal temperature variations disappear

at depths between 7 and 12 m due to its thermal

inertia. The soil is used as a heat reservoir, so

in summer these systems can evacuate heat

from buildings by giving it to the ground, and

in winter the heat from the ground is taken,

amplified and "pumped" (injected) into

buildings

The fact that heat pumps are increasingly

present in heating systems is also demonstrated

by the profile market data. According to the

European Heat Pump Association (EHPA),

statistics on sales of these devices are shown in

Figure 1.

Table 1 presents a forecast of the share

of heat pumps in heating systems in Romania

[16], for three stages from 2020 to 2030.

a.                                                                   b.

Figure 1. Heat pumps market evolution: (a) per Countries in year 2020 (b) on types

Table 1. Energy forecast of heat pumps in the period 2020÷2030

kToe(Tonne of oil equivalent) 2020 2025 2030

Final energy consumption 3481,2 3892,1 4026,5

Derived heat 76,2 170,1 263,7

Heat pumps - 55,0 119,6

Total gross final energy consumption from

RES in the heating / cooling sector

3557,4 4117,0 4409,8

3. HYDROGEN PRODUCTION

AND UTILIZATION

Hydrogen is viewed by policymakers,

business leaders and scientists as an important

energy carrier for the success of the clean

energy transition [3]. Numerous recent studies

have investigated areas of application for

hydrogen, presenting various roadmaps for the

broad-based introduction of hydrogen

technologies. Although it is the most

widespread substance in the universe, at the

terrestrial level hydrogen is found naturally

only in compound substances. In order to be

extracted, various energy-consuming and

polluting processes must be carried out,

including carbon monoxide and CO2

emissions. However, its characteristics

recommend it to be widely used in the energy

industry in the future, including heating
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buildings, single or in hybrid facilities [6], [7],

[8], [9]. A many number of problems are

encountered in storage, paying attention to the

fact that hydrogen mixed with air in a

proportion of 4 ÷ 75%, becomes flammable.

Depending on the mode of production and

the emission of greenhouse gases, hydrogen is

cataloged through code of colours (Hydrogen

Colour Spectrum)[18].Thus, “green” hydrogen

is produced from renewable energy sources

(RES) through electrolytic way or, from

biological processes such as fermentation or

from algae, “pink” hydrogen is hydrogen

produced through electrolysis using electricity

from nuclear power plants, “brown” hydrogen

and “black” hydrogen are obtainde from coal

and oil through gasification, “grey” hydrogen

is manufactured from natural gas, methane

pyrolysis give “turquoise” hydrogen, “blue”
hydrogen obtained by steam(netural gas)

reforming with CO2 capture and storage(CCS

technology- Carbon Capture and Storage), red

hydrogen is produced through the high-

temperature catalytic splitting of water using

nuclear power thermal as an energy source and

white” hydrogen refers to naturally occurring

geological hydrogen. Figure 2 provides a

simplified representation, ignoring direct

comparison between types. In current

discussion regarding medium and long-term

solutions, a particular focus is being placed on

the volume of carbon-neutral green hydrogen

that can be produced at an acceptable cost.

Figure 2. Colors of Hydrogen type

The quantity of low-emission blue

hydrogen that can be produced over the

medium term, and at what cost, is additional

issue for discussion. Taking the energy losses

that arise from the conversion and

transportation of hydrogen into account, it is

much more efficient in terms of renewable

energy demand to supply heat to buildings

using heat pumps. The hydrogen produced and

stored is then used in fuel cells, where, by

burning in oxygen, it produces electricity and

hot water, or in hydrogen engines, where, by

burning, it produces mechanical energy and, as

a residue water. Other uses of hydrogen are [1],

[6], [7], [8]: welding, missile fuel, jet fuel,

fusion fuel in nuclear power plants, ammonia

manufacturing, raw material in the

hydrogenation process, coolant, cryogenics,

gas for deep diving, etc.

4. HYBRID HEATING SYSTEMS

WITH HYDROGEN AND HEAT

PUMPS

In hybrid systems, hydrogen plants can be

combined with heat trees in two ways. Either

on the thermal side, when hydrogen supplies a

combustion plant and hot water is stored in a

boiler or when the heat released in the

electrolysis processes is taken up along with

the oxygen and hydrogen generated. Either on

the electrical side, when the electricity

produced by a hydrogen-powered fuel cell

from the electrolyzer will provide the electrical

power to the heat pump. In order to reduce

operating costs, to supply the hydrogen plant,

electricity can be produced using RES,

especially photovoltaic panels.
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A hybrid energy model of a self-

sufficient building, is an island system that

exclusively relies on solar photovoltaic (PVP)

and hydrogen production by electrolysis. The

component parts of this system are shown in

Figure 3.

It must not only fit heat demand but also

electricity demand. This leads to a complex

setup and requires higher storage capacities, as

the system lacks a freely dispatch-able energy

source.

EDmax is the daily energy usage in the month

with the highest requirements, ηFC– fuel cell

efficiency, eH2 – electric potential of the single

mole of hydrogen (based on the equation (2)),

ρH2–is the density of hydrogen.

The power generated by RES(PVP)

necesară required for entrance into the

electrolyzer can be calculated with the next

relationship[2]:

PRES=  
𝑘·𝐸𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥𝜏·𝜂𝐸𝐶 ,  (3)

In which, PRES is the nominal power of

renewable energy sources, τ – expected daily

electrolysis period, ηEC – electrolysis

efficiency.

a.                                                                        b.

Figure 3. Structure of a hybrid self-sufficient building: (a)-all components; (b)-Hydrogen part

Therefore, a wide set of potential

technologies is considered in this model,

including electric, thermal, hydrogen, and

liquid organic hydrogen carrier (LOHC)

storage units. Hydrogen is often stored in a

gaseous state in pressure tanks or in a liquid

state in cryogenic tanks. And the electrolysis

hydrogen plants are reversible as the heat

pumps being used to produce electricity

through fuell cells (rSOC- reversible solid

oxide cells), especially at night time when the

photovoltaic panels are not working. The

amount of hydrogen required for a heating

system equipped with a fuel cell can be

calculated by the formula [2]:

VH2 =  
𝑀𝐻2·𝐸𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥·𝑘2·𝜂𝐹𝐶·𝑒𝐻2·𝜌𝐻2,  (2)

where, V is the required volume of hydrogen,

MH2 is the molecular mass of hydrogen, k – is

the safety coefficient,

5. CASE ANALYSIS

The chapter includes analyzes and

proposals to expand the district heating system

of a neighborhood and that of the campus of

the state university in Oradea based on the

integration of heat pumps and / or hydrogen

power plants. Data from [15] were used in the

first case, respectively from [4] [9], for the

second case considered.

At University of Oradea, for heat the

building of faculty of the Arts, was installed a

ground-to-water heat-pump with horizontal

coil. For the district Nufărul I of Oradea, the
current heating system is partly based on

geothermal water, from which will be heated

about 6000 apartments (after expansion),

schools, kindergartens and other public

institutions. The Nufarul area currently has 3

wells that can currently produce geothermal

water, with temperatures between 72 ÷ 74oC.
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Of these wells, two are for production and one

is for reinjection. In the 7 thermal points of the

neighborhood, the hot water for consumption

and the one for heating are transmitted from

the geothermal station to be distributed to the

consumers[15].

An image of the indoor unit of the heat pump

mounted at the University of Oradea is

presented in figure 4-a[11]. To combyne with

hydrogen can be adopted an installation with

electrolysis and storage of hydrogen in metalic

tank as the type from figure 4-b[12].

a.                                                                       b.

Figure 4. Heat pump station of U.O. (a) and Hydrogen internal station (b)

The heat exchangers from the geothermal

station will be combined with heat pumps that

bring a supply of 12 MW of thermal energy

and hydrogen boilers with electrolyzers

powered by photovoltaic panels mounted on

nearby land without construction, owned by

the city hall or shopping centers from district.

The heat pumps proposed in [15], are made of

ammonium and are intended to work together

with a geothermal cooling evaporator.

Covering the heat demand of the area will

occur in three stages. Stage 1, has Δt1 = 74-

54oC and comes from heat exchangers that

prepare from geothermal water a secondary

agent of 72oC; stage 2, with Δt2 = 54-16oC in

which heat pumps will be used for prepare

from the geothermal water a secondary agent

of 81oC ; stage 3, will be provided with peak

load boilers on hydrogen, with t3 = 85oC.

Another scenario is with low power

electrolysis installations for each block of flats

which can be included in the “Green House”
program together with the photovoltaic panels,

for subsidy from the National Environmental

Fund, with 20000 Ron at an installed power of

3 kW. The surplus of electricity that is not used

in the production of green hydrogen can be

used for other purposes or can be injected into

the public electricity grid with state settlement.

In this case, a two-way metered electricity

meter must be fitted to the beneficiary.

In order not to diminish the flow of hot

water at the geothermal production well (at the

exit of the probe the geothermal water has a

temperature of 85oC) existing in the university

campus, geothermal water can be used in

cascade [10]. Thus, after several stages of

using the thermal wastewater from the primary

district heating circuit, heat pumps can be

placed for each new building recently entered

the teaching circuit (which uses the return

thermal wastewater of about 30-35oC). In the

new thermal point to be built, a hydrogen

installation with electrolysis can be installed to

ensure, according to the model presented in

chapter 3 of the paper, the necessary heat

during cold periods or peak thermal load.

5. DISCUSSION

With a view to the heating of buildings,

it is now clear that heat pumps, which extract

up to three times more heat from the

environment than they consume in electrical

energy, are much more efficient than synthetic

fuels based on power-to-gas (PtG) due to the

large conversion losses of PtG (with energy

being transformed in multiple steps from

electricity to hydrogen, from hydrogen to

methane, and then from methane to heat) and

finally only green hydrogen is sustainable.

Comprehensive solutions now exist to

enable the efficient installation of heat pumps
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in existing buildings that have not undergone

energy efficiency renovation – a form of

installation that will be necessary for rapid

market ramp-up, given the limited pace of

building renovation. In the medium to long

term, intelligent load management and the use

of large heat pump - hydrogen hybrid systems

in conjunction with local and district heating

grids can make development more cost-

effective.

6. CONCLUSION

For the analyzed cases, respectively the

university campus as well as residential areas

in the city of Oradea, it can be demonstrated

that both simple heating facilities can be

installed only with heat pumps and hybrid

installations with the use of hydrogen. If for the

production of hydrogen are used electrolysis

processes with cheap electricity obtained from

photovoltaic panels of the beneficiaries of

hybrid heating systems, the profitability of

these systems obviously increases. However,

the heating installations presented in the paper

are ecological and the necessary hydrogen can

be produced locally by eliminating the

complicated transmission and distribution

grids or connection stations, which are present

in the case of natural gas systems that supply

the localities.
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